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ABSTRACT

Tests were performed assessing the effectiveness of repair in restoring the mechanical properties
of damaged, solid composite plates made of Fiberite T300/976 graphite-epoxy. Some (75 percent) or

all (100 percent) of the damaged zone was cut out, and the plate was repaired by plugging and patching
the hole. The effectiveness of the repair was evaluated by measuring the compressive strengths of
undamaged plates, damaged plates with no cutout, damaged plates with a cutout, and plates having
been repaired.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, data are presented showing the benefits, as represented by the in-plane
compressive strength, which can be gained by repairing damaged composite plates. To this end, solid
(as opposed to honeycomb) composite plates were subjected to impact or transverse static loads. Some
or all of the damaged zone was removed, and the plate was then repaired. The in-plane compressive
strengths of the plates were determined 1) prior to impact, 2) after impact, before repair, 3) after
impact, with some or all of the damaged zone removed, and 4) after impact, with the damaged zone
repaired.

These compressive strengths were then compared, and the effectiveness of the repair was
assessed from these comparisons.

EXPERIMENTS

Four inches long and 3 inches wide plates made of Fiberite-T300/976 unidirectional graphite-
epoxy tape were used in the tests. After manufacture, each plate was inspected by a pulse-echo
ultrasonic technique (C-scan) to establish that they were undamaged. Damage was introduced in the
plates in one of two ways. Either the plates were impacted with a projectile (impactor) fired from an air
gun, or a transverse load was applied via an indenter and a mechanical tester. In both cases, the load
was applied at the center of the plate by a hemispherical steel impactor (indenter) having a 0.25 inch
radius. The damaged plates were inspected by X-ray and, some of the plates, also by pulse-echo C-
scan. In this manner, the sizes of the damaged zones were detemained.

The damaged zone was removed by grinding out an elliptical hole through the entire thickness of
the plate (Figure 1). After grinding, the plate was again X-rayed to establish that the process did not
damage the plate further.
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After holeswerecutin theplates,theplateswererepairedbyplacinga"plug" (madeof thesame
materialastheplate)in thehole(Figure1).Thisplughadthesameshapeandsizeasthehole,andhad
thesamelayupastheplate.AmericanCyanamidFM300adhesivewasplacedbetweentheplug andthe
plate.Onelayerof FiberiteT300/976graphite-epoxycloth "patch"wasplacedabovetheplugoneach
sideof theplate.Thedimensionsof thepatcharegivenin Figure2. Theplateswerevacuumbagged
andcured.Straingaugeswerethenmountedon theplates(Figure3).

Thecompressivestrengthof eachplatewasmeasuredby clampingthetwo shortedgesof the
platein aspeciallybuilt fixture (Figure4). Thecompressiveloadwasappliedatadisplacementrateof
2 x 10-5in/sec,andtheloadversusstrainsandtheloadversusdisplacementweremeasured.

Thefollowing informationwasdeducedfrom thedata.

1) "Delaminationbuckling"loadFdbisdefinedastheloadatwhichtheplatelocallybuckles
abovethedamagedarea.Theloadatwhichthisoccurswasdeterminedfrom theoutputof the
straingaugeplacedatthecenterof thedamagedregionon the"back"surface.

2) "Damage growth" load Fg is defined as the load at which the damaged area starts to grow.
The load at which this occurs was determined from the strain gauges on the "back" surface of
the plate located at the edge of the damaged area (plates without cutout), near the edge of the
hole (plates with cutout), or near the edge of the repaired zone (repaired plates). The damage
growth load data for plates with cutout or with repair were normalized with respect to the

damage growth loads of damaged plates with no cutout Fg nc.

3) "Buckling" load Fb is defined as the load at which the entire plate buckles. The load at which
this occurs was determined from the displacement and from the strain gauge on the "front"
surface of the plate The buckling load data for damaged plates were normalized with respect

to the buckling loads of undamaged plates Fb °.

4) "Ultimate" load Fu is defined as the maximum load which the plate can support before
collapse. This load could be determined from any of the plots of load versus displacement or
load versus strain. The ultimate load data for damaged plates were normalized With respect to

the ultimate loads of the undamaged plates Fu °.

RESULTS

The results presented below are grouped into four categories 1) delamination buckling load, Fdb,

2) damage growth load, Fg, 3). buckling load, Fb, and. 4) ultimate load, Fu. The measured loads are
presented in terms of four variables, the number of phes n in the 0 ° ply groups, the mismatch angle q,
and the initial damaged zone length 1D.

Below, data are presented for plates a) with no damage, b) with damage, c) with all (100%) or
some (75%) of the damaged zone removed, and d) with the damaged zone repaired. For 100% of the
damaged zone removed, the major axis of the elliptical cutout was equal to the maximum length of the
damaged zone, and the minor axis was equal to the maximum width of the damaged zone. For 75% of
the damaged zone removed, the above major and minor axes of the cutout ellipse were reduced to 75%
of their original lengths. Obviously, in this case some of the damaged zone was not removed. All of
the repaired plates had a 100% cutout before plugging and patching.
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DelaminationBucklingLoad

Themeasureddelaminationbucklingloadsaregivenin Figures5-7.Dataareonly presentedfor
damagedplateswith nocutoutor repair,asdelaminationbucklingwasnotobservedin theplateswith
cutoutor repair.

Theload(delaminationbucklingloadFdb)atwhichasublaminatein thedamagedzonebuckles
increasedasthenumbernof plies in the0° ply groupsincreased,i.e., asthethicknessof thebackply
groupincreased(Figure5).Thiscanbeexplainedby observingthatwhentheloadwasapplied,the
sublaminatebelowthedamagedzone(atthe"back"sideof theplate)buckled.A thickerbackply
groupcorrespondsto asublaminatewhich is stiffer andthusmoreresistantto buckling.

ThedelaminationbucklingloadFdbdecreasedwith mismatchangleq (Figure6).To explainthe
reasonfor this, weobservethatthedatashownin thisfigure applyto platesin whichthedamage
lengthwasconstant(1D= 1.5in), while thewidth wasnot controlledindependently.In fact, the
damagewidthwD(andconsequentlythedamagedarea)increasedwith themismatchangleq (Figure
6).Thusthesizeof thedamagedareaincreasedresultingin adecreasein thedelaminationbuckling
loadFdbwith increasingmismatchangleq.

ThedelaminationbucklingloadFdbasafunctionof theinitial damagedzonelength1Dis shown
in Figure7. Forthese[04/904]Splates,thewidth wDof thedamagedzonewasapproximatelyequalto
onehalf of thedamagelength1D.As thelength1Dincreased(andwith it, thesizeof thedamaged
zone),theloadrequiredto bucklethesublaminatedecreased.
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Figure 5. Delamination buckling load Fdb as a function of the number of plies n in the 0 °
ply groups. Test section length L = 3in.
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Damage Growth Load

The damage growth load Fg as a function of the number of plies n in the 0 ° ply groups is shown
in Figure 8. For damaged plates with no cutout, the growth load increased with the number of plies in
the 0 ° ply groups. To explain this trend it is again noted that the buckled sublaminate was at the back of
the plate. Accordingly, an increase in the number of plies n in the back 0 ° ply group corresponded to an
increase in the stiffness of the sublaminate and an increase in the delamination buckling load Fdb
(Figure 5). For the plates with no cutout or repair, damage growth was always preceded by

delamination buckling. Therefore, the damage growth load Fg nc also increased with increasing number
of plies n in the 0 ° ply groups.

Cutting out the damage resulted in an increase in the damage growth loads Fg provided the back
ply groups were relatively 'thin' (n=2,3). The reason for this is that removal of the damaged zone
prevented delamination buckling and delayed damage growth. Furthermore, plates with 100% cutout
had higher growth loads than those with 75% cutout because, in the latter case, not all the damaged
zone was removed. Cutting out the damaged zone did not affect the damage growth loads Fg of plates
with "thick" back ply groups (n=4-6). Because of the large back ply group thickness (corresponding to
high stiffness of the sublaminate), in these plates, the damage started to grow even before the
sublaminate buckled.

Figure 8.
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Repairedplateshadlowerdamagegrowthloadsthanplateswith 100%cutouts(Figure8,right).
The reason for this is unclear, but it is likely that damage could initiate at the interface between the plate
and the plug.

The damage growth load Fg as a function of the mismatch angle q is shown in Figure 9. For
damaged plates with no cutout, tile growth load decreased as the mismatch angle increased (Figure 9,
top). The reason for this decrease was that larger mismatch angles were accompanied by larger initial
damaged zones (as was discussed in Section 3.1) and lower delamination buckling loads Fdb (Figure
6). Since the size of the damaged zone increased with increasing mismatch angle q, the growth load

F nc decreased Neither removing the damaged zone nor repairing it had a significant effect on theg
damage growth loads, as shown in Figure 9, bottom.

The damage growth load Fg as a function of the initial damaged zone length 1D is shown in

Figure 10. For lates with no cutout or repair, the damage growth load F nc decreased with the
damage length PD. Since the damage width w D increased along with the dgamage length, the overall size

of the damaged zone increased. This increase in the size of the damaged zone resulted in the decrease

in growth load Fg nc.

For plates with relatively "small" initial damage lengths (1D < 2 in), the damage started to grow
before the sublaminate buckled. Hence, in this case, cutting out the damaged zone did not change
significantly the damage growth load, i.e. the damage growth loads for plates with and without cutouts
were nearly the same (Figure 10, middle). For plates with larger initial damage lengths (1D > 2 in), the
sublaminate buckled, and this event governed the damage growth. In this case, cutting out the
damaged zone resulted in an increase in the damage growth loads Fg. Repairing the plates seemed to
produce little or no change in the growth load compared with plates with 100% cutout (Figure 10,
right).

Buckling Load

The global buckling load Fb as a function of the number of plies n in the 0 ° ply groups is shown

in Figure 11. For initially undamaged plates, the buckling load Fb ° increased slightly as n (and hence

the number of 0 ° plies in the plate) increased. As the number of 0 ° plies in the plate increased, so did
the bending stiffness of the plate in the lengthwise direction. This resulted in an increase in the

buckling load Fb °.

As expected, damaged plates, with or without cutout, generally had lower buckling loads Fi: than
undamaged plates. The removal of all or part of the damaged zone generally produced a small decrease
in the buckling load compared to the buckling load of damaged plates with no cutout. Although the
material in the damaged zone was not as strong as the undamaged material, it still provided some
resistance to buckling. For this reason, removal of the damaged material caused a decrease in the
buckling loads Fb.

Repaired plates had slightly higher buckling loads than plates with 100% cutout. However,
repaired plates had practically the same buckling loads as damaged plates with no cutout. Inserting new
material into the damaged zone provided more buckling resistance than a cutout, but not more than the
original damaged material.

The global buckling load as a function of the mismatch angle q is shown in Figure 12. For

initially undamaged plates, the buckling load Fb ° exhibited a slight decrease with mismatch angle
(Figure 12, top). As the angle q increased, the stiffness of the laminate in the lengthwise direction

decreased leading to the decrease in the buckling load.
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Damaged plates with no cutout had lower buckling loads than undamaged plates (Fb/Fb ° < 1),

but higher buckling loads than plates with the damaged zone removed. Removal of the material, even
though it was damaged, resulted in less resistance to plate buckling. Repaired plates had higher
buckling loads Fb than plates with a 100% cutout, but only about the same buckling loads as damaged
plates with no cutout.

For damaged plates with and without cutouts, the buckling load Fb decreased as the initial
damaged zone length 1D increased (Figure 13). Since the damage width w D increased with the damage

length 1D, the size of the damaged zone also increased. This increase in the size of the damaged zone
caused a decrease in the global buckling load Fb. Again, damaged plates without a cutout generally had
higher buckling loads than the plates with either 100% or 75% cutouts.

Repaired plates had higher buckling loads than plates with 100% cutout but only about the same
buckling loads as damaged plates with no cutout.

Ultimate Load

The ultimate load Fu as a function of the number of plies n in the 0 ° ply groups is shown in

Figure 14. For initially undamaged plates, the ultimate load Fu ° increased as n (and correspondingly,
the number of 0 ° plies in the plate) increased. There are two reasons for this trend. First, the plate
buckling load Fb increased with n (Figure 11), and higher buckling loads generally cause higher
ultimate loads. Second, for a load applied in the lengthwise direction, a higher number of 0 ° plies in the
plates corresponds to a lower longitudinal stress in each ply. Since the ply stresses decreased with the

number n of plies in the 0 ° ply groups, the ultimate load Fu ° increased.

Damaged plates, of course, had lower ultimate loads than undamaged plates. Cutting out some or
aU of the damaged zone further reduced the ultimate loads. It is interesting to note that while, in

general, cutting out the damaged zone increased the damage growth loads Fg (Figure 8), it reduced the
ultimate loads. Thus, cutting out the damaged zone may not always be advantageous.

Repaired plates had higher ultimate loads Fu than plates with 100% cutout, but about the same
ultimate loads as damaged plates with no cutout. Hence, repair does not seem to enhance the ultimate
load.

The ultimate load Fu is shown in Figure 15 as a function of the mismatch angle q. For

undamaged plates, the ultimate load Fu ° decreased with the mismatch angle. Again, there are two

reasons for this decrease. First, the buckling load Fb ° decreased with mismatch angle (Figure 12).
Lower buckling loads lead to a decrease in the ultimate load. Second, increasing the angle q in the

[04/q4]s plates moved the fiber direction of the middle ply group farther out of alignment with respect
to the applied axial load F. This resulted in higher longitudinal stresses for a given applied load, and
hence to a decrease in the ultimate load Fu with increasing mismatch angle q.

Damaged plates had lower ultimate loads Fu than corresponding undamaged plates. Cutting out
some or all of the damaged zone further reduced the ultimate loads, because cutouts decreased the
buckling loads of the plates (Figure 12). Repair of the plates did not change significantly the ultimate
loads Fu.

For damaged plates with no cutout, the ultimate load Fu decreased as the initial damaged zone
length 1D increased for all three materials (Figure 16). Since the damage width w D increased with the

damage length 1D, the overall size of the damaged zone also increased. The increase in the size of the
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Figure 15.

Figure 16.
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damagedzonecausedadecreasein theultimateloadFu.Forall threematerials,theremovalof partor
all of thedamagedzoneresultedin theplateshavinglowerultimateloadsFuthandamagedplateswith
no cutout.

RepairedplateshadslightlyhigherultimateloadsFuthanplateswith 100%cutout.However,
repairedplateshadlowerultimateloadsthandamagedplateswith nocutout.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Thedatapresentedin thispaperprovideinformationregardingthein-planecompressive
strengthsof damagedplates..In general,thecompressivestrengthwasfurtherreducedif all or partof
thedamagedzonewasremoved.Repairingthedamagedplates,bycuttingout thedamagedzoneand
replacingit with aplug, did notnecessarilyimprovethecompressivestrengthof aplate.In mostcases,
thehighestcompressivestrengthwasretainedif thed,ffmaged_6ff6_ff_ simplyleft in theplate.Care
shouldbeexercisedin exten0mgtheresultsto sandwichpanels.
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